Abstract-This paper introduces move sequence problemsproblems where a system can exist in a number of states, including a goal state, with moves between those states. This paper introduces Learned Guidance Functions (LGFs) as a machine learning method to tackle these. An LGF is a function learned by supervised machine learning that predicts how far a particular state is from the goal state. These methods are applied to the challenging problem of unscrambling a Rubik's Cube.
I. INTRODUCTION
Consider a system that can exist in a large number of states, and, given a particular starting state, the task is to find a sequence of moves-transitions from state-to-statethat terminate in some goal state. Call these move sequence problems (MSPs) . What makes these difficult for traditional machine learning approaches is that for each instance of the problem, the sequence of moves required will vary. It is not possible to simply learn a sequence of moves.
Examples of such problems include:
• Calculating the folded configuration of a protein. The states are configurations of the proteins, moves are changes between configurations, starting states are unfolded proteins (amino acid sequences), and goal states are folded proteins.
• Cleaning a distorted/noisy audio file: a recording made in a noisy environment, or one that has been deliberately distorted such as an audio CAPTCHA. The states are audio files, moves are the application of a filter or transformation to the audio, starting states are distorted audio files, and goal states are clean audio files.
• Similarly, cleaning a distorted/noisy image or video file.
• Mathematical problems such as taking a knot and working out the sequence of moves to unknot it. The states are knot diagrams, moves local changes to the knot, starting states knotted diagrams, and the goal state an unknotted diagram.
• Solving a puzzle where the player is given a random starting state and has to apply a sequence of moves to get to some configuration. The states are configurations of the puzzle, moves legal moves in the puzzle, stating states the initial state of the puzzle, and the goal state the solution to the puzzle. In all of these cases we have a set of states, moves between the states, and we can compare two states in the dataset (but, we do not have an oracle that can compare two arbitrary states). Also, in these examples we have access to plentiful data. This paper introduces learned guidance functions (LGFs). These do not learn the sequence directly, but learn the concept of how close a particular state is to being a goal. The LGF learns to map from states to labels (nonnegative integers), where 0 represents a goal state, 1 a state close to a goal state, 2 a state a little further away etc.; the idea is to learn to generalise this from a sample of labelled states. In this paper, which applies this approach to the Rubik's Cube, this discrete representation is appropriate, as these numbers represent the number of turns. In other problems, a continuous representation might be more appropriate.
Experimental evidence starting with the work of Rosch [1] has shown that human concept representations are graded, that we learn categories not as sharp boundaries but as continua from core examples of the concept to peripheral ones. As Gärdenfors [2] has emphasised, these "conceptual spaces" around a concept are not typically based around a single feature, but are multidimensional feature spaces. In solving complex problems, people move through this conceptual space, guided by the idea of closeness to the core concept; this work is inspired by this cognitive representation.
These LGFs are learned from graded training sets (GTSs). A GTS consists of a set of example states, each labelled with how close that state is to the goal state. This is not a simple error measure, but is sampled from trajectories from start state to goal state. The following are possible ways in which the graded labels can be obtained:
• Synthetically, by making sequences of reverse moves from known goal states.
• From known move sequences from experimental or observational studies, or move sequences provided by a domain expert.
• By the judgement of a domain expert on how close each of a set of examples are to the goal state.
• By applying problem-specific heuristics, or metaheuristics, to some instances the problem, particularly where these heuristics take longer in time than is needed in the final application, or where they can be applied to simple examples but not more complex ones. The LGF is the model discovered by applying a classification algorithm to the GTS, with the aim of building a predictive model associating labels to states. This is called this a guidance function because it guides a search in the state-space of the MSP. Most simply, this can be used in a simple hillclimbing approach: at each hillclimbing step, make a choice of move that results in a state that the LGF predicts to be closer to the goal state than the current state. This paper shows how
LGFs can be applied to the MSP of unscrambling the Rubik's Cube puzzle. Section II discusses some related techniques. Section III formalises the notion of MSP, GTS, and LGF in general, and then Section IV constructs Rubik's cube unscrambling as an MSP. Sections V and VI give experimental results, then analysis based on fitness landscapes is given in Section VII. Finally, Section VIII summarises the work, gives broader context, and suggests future work.
II. RELATED WORK
The idea of LGFs has some similarity to the technique of target analysis (TA)-a technique for setting the parameters of a metaheuristic algorithm [3] . This takes a number of high quality solutions that have been generated by application of exhaustive or manual methods on small scale examples, or else examples where a large amount more effort is expended to solve them than would be practical in the final application. These are then used to tune the parameters of the metaheuristic. This tuned metaheuristic is then applied to realistic examples. There are some similarities between TA and LGF approaches, in that both work from a set of solved examples as their initial material. In TA it is the parameters of the metaheuristic that is tuned. By contrast, the LGF approach tries to learn the concept of degrees of distance from the target state.
LGFs also share some ideas with reinforcement learning (RL) [4] : in particular, the idea of applying learning to create a set of local decision-making rules that produce a global behaviour. However, the information used for training is different. In RL the system is trained based on a reward function, which measures the value of actions taken. In LGFbased learning, the driver of learning is the LGF learned from the GTS.
A third related topic is the use of evaluation functions in game-playing AI-that is, functions that take a board state and evaluate the strength of that position. Both this and
LGFs use the idea of attributing value to a particular system state and then making decisions about moves based on local optimisation of state. Evaluation functions can be built built as a combination of heuristics devised by expert players. For example, the IAGO Othello system [5] is driven by a weighted combination of four human-created features, with weights varying to emphasise the different importance of these factors at different times in the game; in the BILL system [5] , similar features are used but the weights are learned from example games. This is the most similar to the approach taken in this paper. Other methods use an approach of learning features in the form of patterns of pieces on the board [6] . Another approach is to create a set of generic heuristics for a broad set of games [7] .
One specific form of heuristic that has been applied to the Rubik's Cube is the pattern database [8] . These consist of databases of sets of partial states of the cube (for example, all corner pieces), and the set of moves required to solve that partial state, with the remaining faces considered to be a "don't care" state. The results from multiple pattern databases can then be combined to give an estimate of the number of moves needed to solve a particular combination, and thus provide a heuristic evaluation function to guide a search process.
Another problem that has similarities to the MSP is super resolution [9] enhancing a low-resolution image. Clearly, there is not enough information in the image alone, so these methods make use of additional information in the form of models of what is likely to be found in the image. For example, Dahl et al. [10] does this for faces, using one part of the to find the most likely baseline match from a large database, and another part to modify that baseline. This can be framed as an MSP problem-start with a large number of high-resolution faces, create a GTS from the intermediate resolution levels, and then learn an LGF from that GTS; this approach has not yet been tried.
Metric learning [11] is another related topic. This consists learning distances (usually similarity) between items in a space, from a set of examples where the distance has been given.
LGFs can be seen as a kind of discrete distance learning, where discrete distances are being learned between points in the GTS and the set of goal states of the problem.
There are bespoke methods for specifically solving the Rubik's Cube [12] . The experiments in this paper are designed to show that a complex problem such as the Cube can be solved by a generic machine learning algorithm, together with a set of rules for the specific problem, not an approach that has been hand-tuned to the specific problem (the importance of AI methods being able to learn without explicit human knowledge has been emphasised in the recent paper by Silver et al. [13] ).
In summary: a number of other methods are based on the idea of learning by generalising from solved examples of the problem at hand. However, the idea of explicitly learning the distance of instances from the target has not previously been applied. The closest to this is the use of machine learning to learn board evaluation functions.
III. LEARNED GUIDANCE FUNCTIONS
Define a move sequence problem (MSP) as a 3-tuple (S, M, G) consisting of a set S called the states, a set M of partial functions from S to S, called moves, and a subset G ⊂ S of states called goal states.
Define a graded training set (GTS) as a set of states from a given MSP, each assigned a label from Z ≥0 , where all goal states in the GTS are mapped to 0, and no non-goal states are mapped to 0. Informally, the labels represent how far away from the goal state the state is.
A learned guidance function
. This is a model obtained by applying a classification algorithm to the graded training set.
Once an LGF has been learned for a specific MSP, a process can be applied to solve a specific problem consisting of a pair of an MSP and a starting state p ∈ S \ G. Solving the problem consists of finding a sequence of moves m 0 , m 1 , . . . , m n such that m n (m n−1 (. . . m 1 (m 0 (p)) . . .)) ∈ G. This paper will focus on the use of simple hillclimbing processes to successively choose the moves. Such a simple approach is used is that the complexities of searching the set of states (e.g. local minima) are handled in this approach by the construction of the LGFs rather than by the search algorithm.
IV. LGFS APPLIED TO THE RUBIK'S CUBE
The Rubik's Cube [12] is a combinatorial puzzle consisting of a cube broken into sub-cubes, with sides of different colours; the canonical cube has 3 × 3 squares on each face. The cube can be twisted in a number of ways, changing the colours on each side. In particular, each face can be turned clockwise or anticlockwise. Therefore, there are 12 basic moves, consisting of turning a face clockwise or anticlockwise by 90°; a well-known notation [14] notates the clockwise moves as members of the set {F, B, R, L, U, D} where each letter corresponds to a face; a prime symbol ( ) appended to the letter denotes an anticlockwise turn. These are called the quarter turns, and the quarter turn metric is the number of quarter turns carried out in a given sequence of moves.
Other notations exist to denote turning the middle layer, a 180°turn, and changing the position of the cube in space relative to the observer. However, the first two can be expressed as composites of the above basic moves, and the last is irrelevant to an algorithmic solution that can "see" all sides of the cube simultaneously.
A state of the cube is a specification of all of the coloured faces. The goal of a problem instance is to apply a sequence of moves to transform the cube from a given starting state to the single goal state, i.e. the state where the cube has the same colours on every side.
In the experiments in this paper a GTS is created synthetically by repeatedly starting from the goal state and applying a number of moves randomly, adding the state of the cube, labelled by the number of moves made, to the GTS after each move (Figure 1 . This takes two input parameters: n s is the number of times this process is carried out, and n is the number of labels (i.e. the label set is [0, . . . , n − 1]) (Algorithm 1) Algorithm 1 Construct a GTS for the Rubik's cube
Let C be a new cube in the solved state 6:
end for 11:
end for 12:
return T 13: end procedure One criticism of this procedure is that for the smaller values of , the number of states is small; indeed for = 0, there is only one state (call it g), so the training set contains n s instances of (g, 0). However, it is well known that imbalanced class distributions can cause problems for classification algorithms [15] , and so the duplicates are retained.
A second criticism is that some move sequences can result in a state that could have been reached via a shorter sequence. As a simple example, the state reached by F (B(U (U (g)))) is the same state reached by F (B(g)), but the former would be labelled with 4 by Algorithm 1. For a specific move sequence problem there might be a way to identify these cases, however there is no easy general method for identifying these. Ignoring these is in the spirit of investigating whether the LGF approach can learn naïvely from a basic problem description, without adding in additional domain knowledge. This issue is revisited in Section V-B.
V. EXPERIMENT 1: CAN AN LGF ACCURATELY LEARN FROM A GTS?
The first set of experiments tests a number of classification algorithms on the task of learning to label GTSs created by Algorithm 1.
A. Experiment 1a: Using scikit-learn Classifiers
The classification algorithms used are drawn from the wellknown Python scikit-learn package [16] . Experiments were performed using version 0.18.2 of scikit-learn, using Python 3.6.2. The classification algorithms used in these experiments are detailed in Table I .
These classifiers were run on GTSs built with all combinations of the following parameter sets: n s ∈ {100, 1000, 10000, 100000} (number of labels per class) and n ∈ [1, . . . , 14] (largest class). If a classifier took more than 24 hours to run for all values of n for a particular value of n s , then these were stopped and left out of the tables. These were run using 10-fold cross-validation and the mean predictive accuracy is given in Table II . Also given is the time in seconds required to run the cross-validation experiments for each (classifier, n s ) pair; this gives a broad sense of the comparative time required to train various classifiers. All experiments in the paper were run on a mid-2015 Retina iMac with a 3.3 GHz Intel Core i5 processor and 16GB memory.
In conclusion, these experiments give some prima facie evidence that enough accuracy is available to apply these these
LGFs to the Rubik's Cube problem.
Experiment 1b: Using TPOT to Build a Bespoke Classifier
In this experiment, rather than choosing between specific classifiers from scikit-learn, a meta-learning approach is used. approach. Specifically, the TPOT [17] , [18] system is used, which constructs pipelines of classifiers drawn from scikitlearn using an optimisation method, and optimises the parameters of the components of that pipeline. The idea is to produce a specific bespoke classification pipeline for a specific dataset.
In this case, TPOT is run using GTSs with n ∈ [1, 14] and of n s ∈ {100, 1000, 10000}, as in the experiments with single classifiers above. The meta-parameters are generations=5 and population_size=50.
The results are given in the TPOT sub -table of Table II . Due to TPOT being a meta-learning algorithm, and therefore needing to run with many different base classifiers, it was not practical to run this on very large training sets.
Final Classifier Choice
Based on the cross-validation results in Table II , the calculation of the LGFs for the remainder of the paper is based on the Random Forests classifier, trained using n s = 100, 000 except for the smaller cases of n , which used: n = 1, n s = 100; when n = 2, n s = 1000; n = 3, n s = 10000 (this was because, looking at Table II, these gave minimal improvement).
B. Analysis of Misclassifications
This section contains analysis of the misclassifications that are made by the classifier. A confusion matrix is presented in Table III for the Random Forests, with 9 labels, trained on 50,000 examples per label. These values were chosen as midrange figures, applying a decent amount of learning effort to a problem of decent size.
There is an interesting pattern in Table III . For many of the rows, the values alternate in a high-low pattern. For example, for the row where the true value is 4, the highest predicted value is 4 (30,050 correct predictions); but, none of these have been confused for 3, whereas a large number (12,853) have been confused for label 2. One possible explanation for this is that many of the examples labelled 4 in the training set have a pair of moves that cancel each other, as discussed above.
To investigate this a little further, a new GTS set was constructed using similar the same basic procedure as Algorithm 1, but restricting the choice of of m so that it cannot be the inverse of the immediate previous state. The confusion matrix for the Random Forest classifier with with 9 labels, trained on 50,000 examples constructed using this revised GTS is shown in Table IV . It is notable that confusion with smaller labels is considerably reduced.
VI. EXPERIMENT 2: CAN THE LGF SOLVE THE CUBE?
This LGF can now be used to tackle the MSP of unscrambling the Rubik's Cube. The idea is to use the LGF as the objective function for a hillclimbing-style search process, with random moves if the guidance function provides no positive direction. For comparison, the same process with a simple error metric in place of the LGF is used; call this the mismatch error. This consists of counting the faces in the current state of the cube that are of a different colour from the solved state of the cube, with the optimum being that they are all matched.
Algorithm 2 is the unscrambling procedure. Cube is the set of possible states of the cube. E : Cube → Z ≥0,<ns is the error function (either LGF or mismatch), n s the number of labels in the model, n p the number of random moves made to pose the problem, n n the maximum number of random moves made when a downward hillclimbing move cannot be made, and G is the goal state.
M = {F, B, R, L, U, D, F , B , R , L , U , D } is a set of functions from
Cube → Cube, representing the quarter-turn moves.
Algorithm 2 was run using all combinations n s , n p ∈ [1, 14] , with n n = 20 (20 was determined by informal experimentation; in practice, the neutral moves were rarely beneficial; the range [1, 14] was determined by practicality in terms of time taken to run experiments, and the lack of many positive results when the problems became more complex). Table V presents the results. The unscrambling algorithm driven by the LGF is generally much more likely to solve the problem than the error-based approach. Also, using a model of size greater than n p + 1 rarely has any beneficial effect.
The number of moves needed is surprisingly small; in particular, the mean number is often smaller than the problem size. This suggests that often the problem generated by carrying out n p moves is actually solvable in a smaller number 19259 of moves. This is due to cancellations between pairs (or more) of successive moves. To investigate this, the experiments were re-run using variants on the data-generation method from Algorithm 1 and Algorithm 2, the unscrambling algorithm, where the algorithm disallowed the second of a pair of moves where the second member of the pair was the inverse of the first. Results are presented in Table VI . Note that many states generated from a larger number of moves can still be solved in a simpler number of moves, though the effect is weaker. Creating problems to test these methods is future work.
Algorithm 2 Unscramble the Rubik's cube
Let C be a new cube 4:
end for 8:
for m ∈ M do 12:
if C == G then 21:
return (True, t) 22:
end if 23:
end for 26:
return (False, t) 27: end procedure
VII. LANDSCAPE ANALYSIS
A conjecture for the superior performance of the LGF over the naive error metric is that it provides a smoother path from points in the search space to the global minimum. If the LGF were able to make perfect predictions, there would be no local minima: the hillclimber would start at a state that was m moves away from the target, iterate through possible local moves until one m − 1 moves away was found, move to that state, and iterate to the goal state.
A landscape analysis algorithm (Algorithm 3) was implemented. This starts by generating a solved cube C and scrambling it using n p quarter turns; this is added to the empty list L. All possible moves are tried on this cube, and any that have an error E (depending on the experiment, LGF error or mismatch error) less than C are added to the list L. This process then iterates: each cube from L is popped from the list, and all possible moves tried. In the end, either a solved cube is found (return True), or L becomes empty because all possibilities (including backtracks) have been explored, meaning that there is no route from the scrambled state to the solved state by following that error metric.
Results are in Table VII . Each entry in the table is the result of running Algorithm 3 100 times, reporting the number of times the algorithm returned a True result, i.e. the error measure used included a route from the scrambled state to the solved state. This was run from n p = 2 to n p = 13 (not 14, because the LGF experiments used model size n p + 1 and 14 was the largest model size). These experiments did not use the variant where inverses are prevented. It is notable that many more runs of the LGF version had a monotonically decreasing route to the goal state compared to the mismatch.
Algorithm 3 Landscape Analysis. Parameters/variables have the same meaning as in Algorithm 2. Model size for the LGF is n p + 1.
Let L be a new list 9:
while L = ∅ do 11: Size of Model 100  100  97  -----------4  100  100  100  99  ----------5  100  100  100  100  90  ---------6  100  100  100  98  83  55  --------7  100  100  100  94  76  55  39  -------8  100  100  100  94  77  58  31  27  ----- Size of Model 
VIII. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK
This paper has presented the idea of LGFs, and demonstrated on a complex problem how they can learn. This demonstrates a richer use of training material than traditional machine learning approaches.
One advantage to this learning method is that learning happens prior to the application of the model to a specific problem. Other approaches to this use a goal-directed search process with mechanisms to avoid local optima. For LGFs, the means of avoiding the local optima is part of the process of learning the LGFs, rather than solving a specific problem. This is in the tradition of ideas such as geometric semantic genetic programming [19] , which re-configure the fitness landscape so that e.g. hill-climbing can be used.
This work also fits into the ideas explored by Krawiec and Swan [20] , [21] of using complexity measures from machine learned models as a driver for search. Also similar is Monte Carlo tree search [22] , which uses random forward explorations from a state as a way of estimating its value.
This work fits into a broad direction in machine learning by increasing the size of the set of verbs: classification asks "what is this?"; metric learning "how similar are these two things?"; clustering "how do these things divide up?", etc.
LGFs add the new question "how close are we to the goal state?".
There are a number of algorithm improvements. One is using backtracking (Section VII) in the search algorithm. Experimenting with other search processes to avoid local minima caused by inaccurate assignment of states to grades is another. Another would be learning qualitative differences between states: assigning a label from {closer, same, further} to pairs of states. This could draw on methods from the literature on learning to rank [23] . Also, connections between the learning methods used in this paper and metric and similarity learning [11] . Finally, experiments with class-imbalance correction approaches and feature-selection algorithms.
Code for the experiments:
https://www.cs.kent.ac.uk/people/staff/ cgj/software/IEEE_SSCI_2018/cube.py Size of Model   1  9 6  -------------2  1 0 0  1 0 0  ------------3  100  100  96  -----------4  100  100  100  99  ----------5  100  100  100  99  95  ---------6  100  100  100  99  92  54  --------7  100  100  100  98  85  47  14  ------ 
